
A designers toolkit to managing misleading information

Misleading Information 
+ Twitter



A little bit about the 
Twitterverse



Twitter is where people come to see and tweet what’s 
happening... right now



But it’s very hard to know who and what to trust…

Less severe misleading infoMore severe misleading info



Twitter is realnoisyaddictiveenlightening sillypoliticalseriousrawfun
Video by Indigo Blackwood from Pexels

https://www.pexels.com/@indigo-blackwood-762724?utm_content=attributionCopyText&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=pexels
https://www.pexels.com/photo/a-busy-street-on-a-sunny-day-1625973/?utm_content=attributionCopyText&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=pexels


To serve the public conversation

Twitter’s mission
Keeping Twitter a place for reliable information



“If it’s detrimental to people and 
causes division, then take it 
down or suspend that person.”  
— Male, 44

“Twitter should do something… 
but how do you limit people’s 
freedom to express?”  
— Female, 38

What people think

Misleading Information Foundational Research, June 2020



What people think and expect from Twitter

Misleading Information Foundational Research, June 2020

People define misleading information as 
untrue content that can be harmful

They believe Twitter has a responsibility to help 
stop the spread of harmful misleading info

And that different types of misleading information 
require different types of action or intervention



What people think and expect from Twitter

Misleading Information Foundational Research, June 2020

To identify misleading information on the platform

To indicate when information is disputed or unverified 

To set context so people can make up their own minds



Our role as designers
Our role is to create a tool kit for managing misleading information 

Design interventions that help reduce 
the spread of misleading information

Design annotations (aka labels) that signal 
content that is credible as well as misleading

Misleading Information Foundational Research, June 2020



Prompts and labels

Our tool kit



What is in our design toolkit? 
We want to elevate reliable content and de-amplify misleading information
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Prompts
Prompts help us elevate credible 
information and sources. They provide 
context if we think something might be 
misleading

Prebunking 
Article prompts

TOOLS



“I stumble upon a news 
headline about the number of 
coronavirus cases in China 
and I immediately share it.”  
— Male, 29

What people do

Misleading Information Foundational Research, June 2020



Prompts

Article prompts 
Many people will share articles 
and only read the headline. 

OUR HYPOTHESIS 
Customers are less likely to 
retweet unreliable sources if they 
read the article and notice facts 
or evidence missing. 
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Our design principles

• Encourage good behavior 

• Be explicit about consequences and rewards 

• Provide clarity 

• Be primary 

• Balance flow and friction



Prompts

The idea 
When Twitter detects a URL in 
someone’s tweet, the reader is 
prompted to consider reading 
the article before re-tweeting it. 



Prompts

Iterations
- UI 

Distinct or merged 

- Primary CTA 
Read the article 

- Color + copy matter 
Test options 
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Prompts

The one that 
launched 
on Android 

Coming soon to iOS and Web 
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Article prompt results  💃 

People who didn’t share

People who quote tweeted

People who still retweeted

People who read the article first



What people are saying ♥ ♥ ♥



Labels
Labels are a tool that help us elevate 
credible information as well as identify 
misleading content

Soft annotations 
Hard annotations

TOOLS



“I’m angry....I wish there was a 
way we could know what is 
real and what is not.” 
— Female, 43

What people are feeling 

Misleading Information Foundational Research, June 2020



Labels

Soft annotations 
We label a tweet when its 
content may be misleading and 
provide more information from 
verified sources. 

OUR HYPOTHESIS 
People will be better informed if 
they know which tweets are 
misleading and why. 
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Our design principles

• Keep it simple 

• Provide context and be transparent 

• Balance prominence with amplification



Labels

Our existing system 
We have a system to label tweets 
for a variety of reasons. 

We wanted a softer label option for 
misleading information.



Labels

Iterations 
- Spectrum  

Less to more 

- Clarity 
Position and content variations 

- Visual system 
Start with color + icon 
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Labels

The color test 
We tested the blue label and 
people couldn’t see it.  We  have 
been running a color test with a  
stronger red. 

VARIATIONS

Blue icon with blue text

Red icon with blue text

Red icon with red text



Soft annotation results  👀 

Red icon with red text

Red icon with blue text

People who still retweeted

People who replied



What people are saying ♥ ♥ ♥



There is no silver bullet

Video by cottonbro from Pexels

It’s a journey

https://www.pexels.com/@cottonbro?utm_content=attributionCopyText&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=pexels
https://www.pexels.com/photo/person-riding-longboard-5027079/?utm_content=attributionCopyText&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=pexels


Thank you  🙏


